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beyond SSL and ONLYOFFICE –
Future of Remote Work
beyond SSL has decided to partner with ONLYOFFICE.
„Our constantly growing network of trusted partners enables us to establish
the secure and powerful office suites „Docs“ and „Workspace“ in companies
and public institutions worldwide. That‘s why we‘re happy about the
distribution agreement and a good, successful cooperation with beyond SSL.“
Galina Goduhina, Sales Director of ONLYOFFICE
beyond SSL stands for secure mobile work and data sovereignty at all times.
„Especially the end devices are a big problem in the remote work world.
Be it as a security risk or the lack of compatibility of the necessary client
software.“ says Siegfried Plommer, MD of beyond SSL.
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Therefore, when choosing the office solution, special attention was paid to
data protection and web capability. „If no software installation is required
on end devices, I have at least eliminated the compatibility problem. If I can
also control the data flow, then compliance with security standards becomes
much easier.“ continues Siegfried Plommer. Not only the technology and
the range of functions were decisive for the cooperation with ONLYOFFICE,
but also the significantly more economical price model compared to many
market competitors.
ONLYOFFICE offers a powerful office suite - ONLYOFFICE Docs - with
online editors for text documents, spreadsheets, presentations and forms
compatible with OOXML, ODF and other popular file formats. In addition,
ONLYOFFICE provides Workspace - a business collaboration platform with
multiple productivity tools including document and project management,
email, CRM, calendar, chat and many more. ONLYOFFICE can be deployed
on any platform and on any device. A single engine for online, mobile and
desktop versions guarantees a seamless transition from offline to online and
vice versa.
„All of our solutions are based on the motto of data security, are compatible
with each other and should provide mutual added value.“ Michael
Hochgesang, MD beyond SSL For example, FileCloud, the hyper-secure
content collaboration platform in the beyond SSL range, offers seamless
integration for ONLYOFFICE.
Learn more at: www.beyondssl.com/onlyoffice
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About beyond SSL GmbH
beyond SSL focuses on consulting, marketing and sales of solutions
related to connectivity, security and privacy. The company was founded
by a team of specialists with many years of experience in various IT and
management areas. In close cooperation with various product providers,
currently RemoteSpark, TalariaX, FileCloud, ONLYOFFICE, and technology
partners such as Fortinet, F5, Hillstone and Pulse Secure, beyond SSL and its
partners support customers in all industries and of all sizes. We attach great
importance to personal care and excellent support. Customers and partners
benefit equally from a pre-selection of solutions with an excellent costbenefit ratio. For more information, visit: www.beyondssl.com
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